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Abstract
This globally people are using social media platforms to share their ideas and information
related to different topics every day. Twitter is one of the most popular social media
platforms to send and read posts to communicate with others known as “tweets”. Peoples
share their ideas, reviews, experiences, and post their opinions on a particular topic or issue.
This paper aims to build a model that performs a sentimental analysis of people's opinions
related to the social issues of women that is a very critical issue these days in many countries
of the world. A dataset of tweets has been collected from Twitter by using a twitter scraper in
python programming and then cleaned the dataset using the nltk library to remove noise from
the dataset. To analyze the sentiments of people's Machine Learning tools and techniques are
used. To classify each tweet as positive, negative, or neutral using Text blob in Python based
on the polarity of sentiments. Datasets were collected on two women’s hashtags like
#Women and #Metoo. The proposed study shows which hashtag is more popular or used by
people to share experiences, opinions, and issues related to women. Different machine
learning algorithms were used to train and test the model.
Keywords—Social Issues, Sentiment Analysis, Twitter, Python, Machine Learning
Techniques
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2. RELATED WORK
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3. IMPLEMENTATION
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Fig:3 Result on pie graph
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